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RESOLUTION 

FERNANDEZ, SJ, J 

This resolves the Motion for Reconsideration' filed by accused 
Pete Gerald L. Javier and Danilo B. Tumamao. 

Accused Javier and Turnamao pray that this Court reconsider the 
Resolution dated January 25, 2018,2  and dismiss the present case on 
the ground of inordinate delay and violation of their right to due process 
They aver 

I In Mendoza-Ong v Sandiganbayan, 3  the delay in the preliminary 
investigation was not solely the prosecution's fault. The Supre 
Court found that therein petitioner contributed to said dela 

* J. Fernandez, B. participated in the Resolution dated January 25, 2018 (Revised Internal Rules of the 
Sandiganbayan, Rule IX, Sec. 2[a];  Per Administrative Order No. 338-2017 dated October 2, 2017) 
1  Dated January 30, 2018; Record, Vol. 2, pp.  112-118 
2  Record, Vol. 2, pp. 101-108 

G.R. Nos. 146368-69, October 18, 2004 
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2. In contrast, it was not shown that they contributed to the delay in 
the preliminary investigation. 

3. The mere fact that there were eight (8) other respondents did not 
make the preliminary investigation so complicated that it would 
take the Office of the Ombudsman more than five (5) years and 
four (4) months to determine the existence of probable cause. 

4. In Duterte v. Sandiganbayan, 4  the complaint filed with the Office 
of the Ombudsman was against therein petitioners, as well as the 
City Treasurer, City Auditor, the whole City Government of Davao 
and SPI. Moreover, therein petitioners were charged with 
violations of R.A. No. 3019, P.D. No. 1445, COA circulars and 
regulations, the Revised Penal Code and other pertinent laws. 
Despite the number of charges and respondents in the 
preliminary investigation, the Supreme Court found that the delay 
of more than four (4) years was unreasonable. 

5. Also compared to the subject transaction in Duterte, the subject 
transaction in the present case is simple, i.e., a single 
procurement via direct contracting. 

6. The basis of the Complaint in the present case was Audit 
Observation Memorandum No. 2004-14, which was already in 
existence as early as 2004, but it took almost seven (7) years 
therefrom for the complaint to be filed. 

7. Task Force Abono Field Investigation Office was created by the 
Office of the Ombudsman. It occupies office space within the 
OMB complex. There was no reason for the delay in the filing of 
Task Force Abono's Complaint, considering that proximity and 
access were not problems for the complainant and the "deciding" 
body in the preliminary investigation. 

8. The Constitutional guarantee of speedy disposition of cases is 
enshrined in the Bill of Rights to protect individuals facing 
prosecution or similar hostile action by State instrumentalities 
from abuses caused by the exercise of State power. They pray 
that this Court protect their fundamental rights given the 
government's failure to dispose with dispatch the Complaint 
against them. 

9. There could be no exact quantification of the prejudice, worry and 
expenses that they had to put up with by reason of the filing of 
the Complaint against them, and the more than four (4) years that 
they were kept in limbo over whether they would be indicted, only 
to find out that out of the ten (10) respondents, only they were 
actually indicted. 

4 G.R. No. 130191, April 27, 199 
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In its Comment/Opposition (To the Accused's Motion For 
Reconsideration),' the prosecution counters: 

1. Accused Javier and Tumamao's motion is a mere rehash of the 
arguments they raised in their Motion to Quash On The Ground 
of Inordinate Delay. 

2. The right to speedy disposition of cases is violated only when the 
proceedings are attended by vexatious, capricious and 
oppressive delays. The concept of speedy disposition is relative 
and flexible. A mere mathematical reckoning of the time involved 
is not sufficient. 

3. Accused Javier and Tumamao's Motion for Reconsideration is 
nothing but a dilatory procedural tactic. 

THE COURT'S RULING 

The Court resolves to deny the Motion for Reconsideration of 
accused Javier and Tumamao. 

Accused Javier and Tumamao insist that there was inordinate 
delay in the conduct of the preliminary investigation. They argue that 
Mendoza-Ong v. Sandiganbayan 6  does not apply because it was 
found that therein petitioner contributed to the delay. Whereas in the 
present case, there is no showing that they contributed to the delay. 
Moreover, they contend that the transaction involved in Duterte v. 
Sandiganbayan7  was even more complex than the subject transaction 
herein. However, the Supreme Court, there, ruled that the delay was 
unreasonable. This Court is not persuaded. 

At the risk of repetition, it must be emphasized that in determining 
if there was inordinate delay in the proceedings, the Court must 
balance the different factors, taking into consideration the peculiar 
circumstances surrounding each case. As held in Remulla v. 
Sandiganbayan, 8  reiterating the ruling in Corpuz v. Sandiganbayan: 9  

Dated February 2, 2018; Record, Vol. 2, pp. 122-125 
Supra. Note 3 

7 Supra. Note 4 
8  G.R. No. 218040, April 17, 2017 

G.R. No. 162214, November 11, 2004 
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Accordingly, both sets of cases only show that "[a] balancing 
test of applying societal interests and the rights of the accused 
necessarily compels the court to approach speedy trial cases on an 
ad hoc basis." To reiterate, none of the factors in the balancing test 
is either a necessary or sufficient condition; they are related and must 
be considered together with other relevant circumstances. x x x 

(underscoring supplied) 

In Mendoza-Ong, while it was found that therein petitioner 
contributed to the delay, the Supreme Court also considered the fact 
that the disposition of cases inevitably takes time because of the 
steady stream of cases reaching the Office of the Ombudsman 10  On 
the other hand, in Duterte, while the transaction appears to be more 
complex than that in the present case, it must be pointed out that the 
Supreme Court also considered the deviation from established 
procedure on the part of the Office of the Ombudsman Viz 

Petitioners in this case, however, could not have urged the 
speedy resolution of their case because they were completely 
unaware that the investigation against them was still on-going 
Peculiar to this case we reiterate is the fact that petitioners were 
merely asked to comment and not file counter-affidavits which is the 
proper procedure to follow in a preliminary investigation After giving 
their explanation and after four long years of being in the dark, 
petitioners, naturally, had reason to assume that the charges against 
them had already been dismissed 

(underscoring supplied) 

As for accused Javier and Tumamao's claim that they suffered 
prejudice by reason of the delay, this Court, in the assailed Resolution, 
held 

Finally, accused Javier and Tumamao claim to have suffered 
prejudice because they spent time, money and other resources to 
defend themselves from the cases against them However, it does 
not appear that they needlessly expended resources by reason of 
inordinate delay in the preliminary investigation. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court, in a number of cases, 12  recognized 
that prejudice may be caused by delay in the proceedings However,.,/ 

10 Citing Danscil v Fernandez, Sr, G R No 126814, March 2 2000 

11  Record, Vol. 2, p.  107 (Resolution dated January 25, 2018, P.  7) 

CoscoIIueIa v Sand,ganbayan G R Nos 191411 and 191871 July 15 2013 Corpuz v Sandiganbayan 
G R No 162214 November 11 2004 Torres v Sandiganbayan G R Nos 221562 69 October 5 2016 
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the prejudice they claimed to have suffered, i.e., spending time, money 
and other resources in defending themselves in cases against them, 13 

appears to have been brought about by the fact that cases, both 
administrative and criminal, were filed against them, and not by reason 
of the delay. Furthermore, although arising from the same facts, the 
administrative cases against them are separate and distinct from the 
criminal cases 

In fine, this Court finds nothing to warrant the reversal of the 
Resolution dated January 25, 2018 

WHEREFORE, the Motion for Reconsideration of accused Javier 
and Tumamao is hereby DENIED 

SO ORDERED. 

JANE T. FE ANDEZ 
Associate Justice 

Chairperson 

We Concur: 

KA*ANDA  
stice 

EZ 

11  Record, Vol. 2, p. 40 (Motion to Quash dated November 23, 2017, p. 6) 


